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O B J E C T- R E P O RT
history since reunification.
For the main house „Unter
den Linden“ the construction
companies then used stainless steel. They can stand a lot.
Nevertheless, the increased
tendency for tension-induced
cracks to occur when certain
stainless steel alloys - for instance, those lacking molybdenum - come into contact with
too much chlorine and chloride, is well known. But drinking water is not swimming pool
water. Therefore, there is nothing against stainless steel.

Learning from the past
How the „Adlon“ will solve their sanitation problems
Sanitation problems are no stranger to the noble hotel „Adlon” in
Berlin. In this famous accommodation just off the Brandenburg
Gate, Legionella moved in, wrong compressed-fitted pipes began
to leak, tension cracks appeared in stainless steel pipes, and the
well-to-do guests complained that they could hear running water.
Now, thanks to the pipes system of JRG Sanipex MT, much of all
this should get better.
The „Adlon“ belongs to the
Kempinski-Group. But they
only rent the hotel building. The
real house owner, the FundusGroup, a real-estate company,
resides in the Breite Straße
within the Berliner precinct of
Pankow. The builder, according to his own words, „specialises in luxury hotels, especially valuable retail companies
and offices, noble apartments,
houses and villas“. One of his
daughters through the Fundus- Hotel Development and
Management Ltd. manages the
activities of hotels and leisure
properties. In addition to the
„Adlon“ in Berlin they also own
the Kempinski Grand Hotel in
Heiligendamm on the Baltic
and the Park Hotel Quellenhof
in Aachen. The corresponding
Property-Funds offer „private
investors the unique chance,
of becoming joint-owners of
these famous German hotels“.
This stately living standard
tolerates no dissension. Anyway, one strives intensively to
improve the living quality, not
only within the walls but also
behind the walls. For example,
as in the new suites of rooms.

Conclusions arising from
previous experience
The „Adlon“ is just busy spreading itself out. Behind the patinagreen roofed main house „Unter den Linden“ an extension
on the Behrenstraße is growing
with 69 more, comfortable double bedrooms. The first guests
will move in in winter. The extension provided an occasion to
enquire as to how would be the
reaction to the previous damage. Well, a reaction is visible.
In the new building, plumbers
are installing the JRG Sanipex
MT system from JRG Gunzenhauser to serve the hot and
cold water supplies. Once the
work is finished 6800 metres of
multilayer pipes will be hidden
in the walls and floors. The local Berliner company Holthoff
Gebäudetechnik AG, Lemgo,
entrusted with the planning
and execution of this project,
sees itself on safe ground with
this type of system. Rainer Eisold, project manager in „Adlon“, knows the pipe system
from earlier construction sites.
„JRG Sanipex MT itself ensures
coverage of part of the risks.

The search for the guilty

6800 metres MT pipes serving as the mains riser pipe and as
the distributing branches.

It fulfils existing specific
factory-made
requirements
for noise insulation. Furthermore, we need not contend
with corrosion, not even with
stress crack corrosions. The
corresponding junctions and
slanted valves, completely
made of bronze, are likewise
resistant against all possible
water solutes. Moreover, the
removable and reinstallable
screw junctions firstly, shuts
leaks almost completely off
and, secondly, is very easy to
operate particularly in barely
accessible places, this being also a safety factor, and,
thirdly, it saves clipping which
is hard to avoid when joints are
compressed and is expensive.“

Learning the
lessons from
past sanitation
weaknesses of
the motherhouse
(left):
The KempinskiHotels „Adlon“
has fitted out their
new extension
in Berlin with
JRG Sanipex MT!
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The bathing comfort of the 69 double bed room under construction should not, amongst other things, suffer from sounds
of running water. The plastic cuffed JRG Sanipex MT multilayer pipes go far to meeting this requirement.

For these reasons, in the Hotel
“Adlon“ extension, Holthoff AG
uses JRG Sanipex MT pipes for
the mains riser sections as well
as for the distribution pipeline.

Difficult partners:
Stainless steel and chlorine
Naturally, a single raw material cannot catch all negligence’s
and faults – according to the
new drinking water specifications, negligence is punishable, if it endangers health, and
for example when the pipelines
become contaminated. In hotel
rooms which have not been
occupied for several days, the
colonisation of branch pipes by
Legionella and Pseudomonas
cannot be prevented by using plastic. „In contrast, JRG
Sanipex MT tolerates the recurrent thermal disinfection
with 70 or 80°C water as well
as sterilisation using chloride
in the water. With stainless
steel more care needs to be
taken.”
Stainless steel! This name
brings us back to the case of
»Adlon«“. The representative
of those wanting the extension
built, the project coordinator Bredero, Berlin, agreed to
use JRG Sanipex MT because,
amongst other things, stainless steel had already written a
notorious chapter in the short

Then, in the USA, earlier guests
fell ill. The doctors diagnosed
Legionella’s disease, alarmed
the health authorities, traced
back where the guests had
most recently stayed, were led
to the „Adlon“ and informed
their opposite numbers in Germany. The Berliner hygiene
specialists met in the head-office and, indeed subsequently
discovered contamination of
the water supply system. As a
consequence and contrary to
all plans, chloride had to be
introduced into all of the pipeline branches so as to get rid of
the evil. Apparently, this forced
several molybdenum-deficient
sections to their knees. Presumably in those rooms that
stood empty, the chlorine ions
in the standing water could attack the metal joints without
disturbance. This affair still
occupies experts and courts
alike.
The cause is probably the following: The previous notice
posted up for the front house
originally demanded a relatively molybdenum rich stainless steel. What was used was
one deficient in molybdenum.
Who certified the parity of the
two types? The culprit is now
being sought by the lawyers.
Whereby, even if successful
he or she may not be the true
culprit. This is because they
must prove that the first pipe
was only posted up because of
its high molybdenum content.
– who would have thought of
chlorine in stagnating drinking water – and not because of
other characteristics that perhaps are congruent with the
installed type.

It must be noted at this point
that also plastic pipes do not
offer complete protection
against chlorine. The various
cross-linked and none crosslinkend polyethylene pipes are
certainly more effective for
this problem than is the usual
stainless steel pipes. But even
when using, for example JRG
Sanipex MT, the specifications
for the corresponding technical installation techniques of
the company must be strictly
adhered to.

The slanted
valves,
completely
cast out of
bronze are
extremely
resistant to
corrosion.

Short insertion sleeve

MT against sound of running
water
And this as well: Guests of the
„Adlon“ had complained about
the sounds of running water
in their rooms. Naturally, that
didn’t do much for the good
reputation of the noble hotel
either. Further improvements
were made. Rainer Eisold of
Holthoff Gebäudetechnik AG
knows, that with MT-pipes,
several of the potential annoyances can be removed. The
plastic cover does not conduct
every water gurgle through
into the securing element.

www.jrg.ch

In contrast, with uninsulated
metal pipes, annoyances are
unavoidable. „We fight hard
bargains for every cent and
tenth of cent, thereby losing all-to-often the resulting
costs of an alternative solution
out of our sight. For me, JRG
Sanipex MT is today one of the
few materials suited to building sites and factories. Insofar
as I am qualified to decide, I
would focus upon this type as
far as possible in the future.
For me, simply too many risks
are lurking in the walls and in
the water. “ I [B.G.]

Equivalent pipe length 0° = 0.125 m
Equivalent pipe length 90° = 0.982 m
Water flow rate = 1.987 m/s at 1.7 l/s

Collar
Expanded pipe

The short insertion depth – and
coupled to this the short water slit
up to the O-Ring – considerably
reduces the dead spaces of the MTconnection as colonising sites for
germs, viruses and bacteria.

So that the fittings can meet the various mechanical demands,
JRG Gunzenhauser developed a 2-layered injection moulding technique.
The hot water resistant white “inner fitting” made of PPSU is encased in
a mechanically highly load resistant, black „outer fitting“ made of PA.
A coupling nut screwed on connects the „fitting-in-fitting“with the flared
multilayer pipe.
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